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Catalogue 
= Fiction by Beth Borden 
She woke to the sound of a crying baby. It was Morgan, and it was 3 a.nn. They 
say teething is hard on everyone, and right now she believed it. This was the third 
night in a row Morgan had been up at 3. She got up slowly from the bed, rubbing 
the sleep from her eyes. It took her a minute or two to wake up. She staggered 
down the narrow hallway of the trailer and into the baby's room. 
There wasn't much to Morgan's room, a secondhand baby bed and dresser and 
some stuffed animal toys she had gotten at the shower, but she had done as much 
as she could with the money he had given her. She ignored the mismatched 
furniture and moved over to the baby. Cradling the child in her arms, she settled 
in the rocker her Grandmother Borden had left her when she passed away. He had 
laughed at her when she showed him the beautifully matched Jenny Lind bedroom 
suite for the baby's room out of the Sears catalog. 
"Who do you think is gonna pay for all that fancy stuff? Not me, that's for sure. 
I got better things to spend my money on. Besides, she won't know the difference." 
Life had been hard for Becky. James had proposed when she was only 17, and 
. , she had accepted. He got her a tiny diamond solitaire, all he could afford, and they 
got engaged despite her parent's objections. She was old enough to make her own 
decisions now. She was an adult-or so James kept telling her. She never thought 
of what she would be giving up. He had taken a job in a local factory right out of 
high school, and when she graduated a year later, they were married. He was 
making close to $7 an hour now, which barely covered the bills they got daily in 
the mail. 
She had had dreams of going to collegeand having a career, but he wasso jealous 
that college was out of the question. Besides, women who got an education thought 
they were better than everyone else, according to him. They thought they had to 
have all this fancy stuff and a brand new car. She didn't need all of that. Hewould 
provide for her. 
"Think you're too good for me?" he'd say, taking another swig of Jim Beam. 
"Well, you ain't. So don't go gettin'any ideas in that head of yours. If I didn't want 
you around, nobody would. You hear me? You're nothin'. You're lucky I even let 
you stay here with me." 
Kay Rudise l l 
"You Can Call Me A . L . " 
art / literary magazine 25 
She had become numb from his demeaning sermons. What's worse, she had even 
started to believe what he said. She was nothing. She had finished high school, but 
that was all. She didn't have a career; he wouldn't let her have a job. She might 
cheat on him or something. She looked hard at herself in the mirror standing up 
against the wall; it still hadn't been hung after she had taken itoutof thecardboard. 
Her once petite frame was now chubby from the baby. Her hips bulged out, and 
her clothes didn't seem to fit like they once had. The lines around her eyes revealed 
countless worries and late-night fights complete with bruises and tears. He made 
her wear cheap makeup, not the expensive designer kind she had worn in high 
school. 
"Aw, you don't need that fancy stuff. It's too expensive. Besides, all that stuff 
isthe same anyway." She resented him greatlyfortakingaway herwayof life. Her 
long brown hair was now speckled with remnants of stray gray hairs. 
"Go back home to your Daddy," he'd say in disgust. "I don't give a damn what 
you do. But you ain't taking my truck, and you ain't takin' my baby." 
Hot tears would stream down her cheeks as she gave up in desperation. She was 
trapped here. Morgan was everything to her. It was the only reason she stayed with 
him. She had gone home once when he was in one of his drunken fits, threatening 
her. She had packed up what little she had, took Morgan and rode with a friend 
home to her parents' house. But he came after her. The police had to be called, 
and James and her daddy had gotten into a fight. After a couple of days of 
separation, he had called her crying saying he couldn't live without her and the 
baby and how much he loved her. He talked her into coming home. Her daddy 
was silent as he drove her and Morgan back to the trailer. Tears welled up in his 
eyes as he let her out of the truck. She went back thinking things would change and, 
at the same time, knowing they wouldn't. 
Times had been tough for them. Everyone said they wouldn't make it. But they 
had showed everyone, even though their phone had been disconnected and the 
power had been turned off twice because of delinquent payments. 
What little money they did have he blew on the weekends in bars. She couldn't 
even leave the trailer without him, and yet he hit the bars every weekend without 
her. If she went along, she might get ideas in her head and want a better life with 
someone else. That would also mean he would have to buy twice as many beers, 
and they couldn't afford that. It all made sense to him. And besides, he hated a 
woman who didn't appreciate what she had. 
He had pawned her wedding ring months ago to buy himself a new rifle. It was 
deer season, and what else was a man to do? He needed a gun and she didn't need 
a ring. A ring was useless, a luxury. With a gun, he could put food on the table, 
although most of his hunting trips turned out to be fruitless. 
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"Oh, hell, quit your cryin'," he said flippantly. "It was just a dumb old ring. Grow 
up! Everybody has to give up things in life. Just look at what all I've given up for 
you, and for what? Shut up, I said!" 
She rocked Morgan in the rocker, thinking of her parents as the clock hands 
turned to 4 a.m. She never got to see anybody anymore, not even her mother. The 
last time she had even talked to her mother was about three months ago. Her 
mother had tried to talk her into leaving him. 
"Come home. You and Morgan can live here. I'll get you a little job at the hospital 
and you and Morgan can stay with me and your Daddy. Please stay. You look worse 
every time I see you. We love you, you know we do," she had pleaded. 
But she had returned to the little trailer out in the middle of nowhere. He had 
let her use his truck for the first time since Morgan was born. She had wanted to 
let her parents see the baby, and he had agreed. But she was late coming home, 
and he was drunk. She took the cussing of her life for it too. He badgered her into 
confessing that she had almost stayed with her mother. 
"She put those ideas into your head, didn't she? Answer me! Well, that's all right, 
you'll not be going there again. You hear me! And if! even find out you been talkin' 
to her again, I'll kill you! You got that?" 
She hated him for separating her from her parents. That was the worst thing he 
could have done to her. They offered to pay for her college if she would go. But 
James wouldn't have that. He sold the car her daddy had given her to buy the 
secondhand trailer they lived in now. When they offered to lend her a car to go to 
school in, he got her pregnant and demanded that she stay home with the baby. 
The 6:30 alarm woke her from her thoughts. She put the baby back in her bed. 
Time to make breakfast for James and get him ready for work. He hated it when 
she made him late. 
art / literary magazine 27 
Kabul 
by Philip Peterson 
Kabul is soft in the springtime-
Gentle wisps of curly smoke 
accompany incense's alluring odor, 
long ago. 
in the meantime. . . . 
Gaunt figures jingle 
on the ends of long strings-
While rapt spectators gawk 
at the puppet show in progress. 
Allah Akbar! 
Allah Akbar! 
Kaddish John Cahoon 
by Kenny Richard "Untitled" 
Mixed Media 
Words on the page, 
are paper serpents, coiled to strike. 
Words from the heart, 
are doves freed from a cage. 
Words from careless lips, 
are ghosts searching for a home. 
Use words carefully, 
they are parcels from the soul. 
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Superntar1[et 
Second Place Poetry 
Laura Gray 
super tomatoes asparagus bananas lied to by people on trucks 
we'll never know. Tricycles painted as red as apples, carts, 
lipstick on the old woman squinching over the price of lettuce 
hands dripping diamonds, cigarette lines reach to wonder about 
tea in China, horned fruit pilfered from the sea's depth, 
tottering, little orange fish floating on a wave of plastic 
radiation television dinner pea green as the eyes of a worker 
desolate in the aisles amid cans of water sealed to last through 
a holocaust, flood, outdoor campout without a can opener. And, 
bachelors with jackets tied around their necks in colors of 
blush, embarrassed and brazen. Desperate at the fate of the 
world, religion,, and the increase in beef prices, a lady with 
a child scans the chicken. The butcher behind the counter smears 
blood across his apron and shifts his weight waiting for her 
to decide. Inattentive, she asks him to slice up a turkey-ham -
extra thin, deli. Lunch. Rescue comes to aisle 7 to save an 
embarrassed boy and a jar of concord grape jam. Dizzying aroma 
of yeast rises to find the tragedy spilled across the surface 
like an ocean stained crimson with oil. First job high schoolers 
with faces shiny as milk containers slide their partners thin 
and elegant in a waltz down rows of recycled steel wallflowers 
as a black and white movie would roll across a big screen 
collecting dust balls as big as ravioli and Liz Taylor grows 
impatient at the checkout waiting for her story to change, her 
picture to fade, her face to be young again, and the old woman 
with red lipstick rolls to the Express line pushing 11 items. 
Birthday Picture 
"August 16.1977 
= by Holly Austin 
Sunlight shines through the white cur-
tain sheers and forms a long, boxy spot-
light on the green, white, and brown speck-
led linoleum floor of the den. Between the 
boxof lightand the baseboards, I lie on my 
stomach, shoulders propped with one el-
bow and a forearm. With the open end of 
a bobby-pin, I trace the irregular circlesand 
intersections of the grooves on the floor, 
subconsciously clicking my heels in slow 
rhythm with time's silence. 
I glance to my side occasionally to see 
how much further the box of light has 
moved across the floor, it's getting closer to 
the opposite baseboard. 
Irritated by the uneven lengths of the 
bobby-pins legs, i bend them apart and 
continue mapping the floor with the zig-
zagged side of the pin. I pretend the white 
spots are lakes, the brown spots are deserts, 
and the green areas are meadows and 
forests. The grooves are trails—made by 
the Indians who hide in the dark green 
forests. I've wandered away from my 
family's campsite on the Great White Lake 
beside my wrist. I must follow the paths 
from lake to lake and back to the camp 
without touching the forests where the 
Indians will get me. At my aid are scraps of 
orangecrayon that I used the last time I was 
lost. Mother had scrubbed away my trail 
and, the next afternoon, gave me a color-
ing book that didn't even have pictures-
just numbers with dots beside them. She 
showed me how it works, so when I got to 
three, I looked at her page to see where to 
go next. My picture didn't look anything 
like her beautiful star. "Maybe this book 
will be more fun later," she said. 
The box of light is now rising up the wall. 
Moments later I hear keys jingling and 
the living room door opening with an 
unusually quick creak. I don't believe it is 
Mother—then I hear her talking to the 
sitter and saying goodbye. Any other day 
I'd have met her at the door. 
"Peggyjane Deaton! Get up before...," 
I'm standing before she can finish. "I knew 
I should have told Eloiseto have you ready! 
Okay, come one. Let's get you dressed— 
we're running late!" 
"But I don't want to!" 
"P.J., we discussed this last night. We 
don't have time to argue now! It'll only 
take a few minutes and it will be over, OK?" 
"But.." 
Already she is too far away to hear my 
protest. I dart toward my bedroom, hoping 
to stop her but finding that I'm too late. 
There she stands in my doorway, still as a 
scarecrow; in one hand the yellow dress she 
had pressed last night and hung outside my 
closet door, in the other hand iacey white 
socks and black patent shoes. Dangling 
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from her mouth is a barrette with a yellow 
bow. 
"Don't pout," she says between clinched 
teeth. "I know what. We'll make it a quick 
game of beauty shop." She raises her black 
eyebrows, waiting for agreement. 
The backs of my legs stick to the hot vinyl 
seats of Mother's beige '72 Ford. The smell 
of her V05 hairspray and Oil of Olay layer 
with the heat like heavy blankets. Olan 
Mills seems a million miles away. 
"Let's have some air before you get all 
sweaty," she says, and the hot then cold air 
blows away my fantasy, replacing it with 
dread. "And how about some music? Oh, 
listen! 'Don't Go Breakin'My Heart.' You 
like this song, don't ya. Peg? P.J.?" She 
turns and looks at me. 
"Peggy! Why are you crying?" She turns 
onto a side road and puts the car in park. 
"Answer me! Look, you're messing up your 
pretty little face. Now, tell me what's 
wrong." 
She digs into her purse for a Kleenex and 
starts wiping my face. "You've never cried 
when you've had your picture made be-
fore. Now, tell me why you're crying." 
She lowers the volume on the radio and 
I look down at my hands and tell her. 
"WHAT? You don't know how to SMILE?" 
I shake my head and keep looking down. 
"Oh, come on! You smile all the time. 
You know howl" 
"Not in pictures." 
"Yes, you do. In all your pictures. Pic-
tures and smiles galore! And you have a 
pretty smile." 
"But I forgot how." 
"Well, look, I'll show you." 
She smiles, all right, but it doesn't look 
easy. 
"Now, you try." 
I force my lips to move a bit. 
"Good try, but show your teeth. See." 
"Why do I have to show my teeth?" That 
looks impossible to me; I don't see how she 
does it. 
"Because that's a truly happy smile. Keep 
practicing while I drive." She turns up the 
radio and takes off, getting back onto a 
main road that passes the funeral home, 
occasionally looking to see if I'm practicing 
and flashing her pretty, wide difficult smile 
at me. 
At the instant we ride by the funeral 
home, the music on the radio stops. 
"We interrupt this broadcast to bring you 
an important news bulletin." 
Mother turns up the volume. 
"Elvis Presley was found dead today..." 
"Oh, no!" says Mother. 
"What?" I ask. 
"Shh!" We listen. 
"I can't believe this!" 
"Who's Elvis?" 
"Elvis Presley is the King of Rock and 
Sandi Stevens 
"Three Dancers" 
Merit Award 
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Roll. He died today. I don't believe it!" 
She looks like she's going to cry. Sud-
denly, I remember the name, it was on a 
Bazooka bubble gum wrapper that my 
older brother had once—some joke about 
a hound dog. He laughed and laughed at 
the punch line, then he laughed at me 
because I didn't get it. "You don't know 
who Elvis Presley is?" He laughed but still 
wouldn't tell me. 
Mother's nose is red like Rudolph's. I 
hate it when she looks like that. "Momma, 
don't cry." 
"I'm OK," she says. "Let's keep practic-
ing." 
She drives on, and her big toothy smile 
looks more strained than ever beneath her 
Rudolph nose and pink, watery eyes. 
At the studio, his name is mentioned in 
every conversation. Mother tells one lady 
about the time he came to the Sheffield 
Community Center in a pink Cadillac con-
vertible, and how she walked all the way in 
her black poodle skirt and pink sweater to 
see him. "My friends in Chicago had never 
even heard of him then," she laughs. 
Seated on the small velvet stool and 
facing the camera, I've long forgotten that 
I don't know how to smile. The photogra-
pher disappears beneath the black sheet. 
With the flash, I blink my eyes. 
Jeff Will iams 
"Space" 
First Place 2-D Color 
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Robert Grimes 
" H y d r a " 
Reading Medea 
Poetry by Tracy Osbom 
The slats of the wooden park bench 
stab into my back — familiar feeling. 
—Medea, tragic heroine: ruled by emotion, 
cursed by Fate , betrayed by J a s o n — 
She has my sympathy, this too feeling woman. 
Beneath the shel l of heroism, her love's heart 
too typically male. 
But that's only an opinion. 
I could be prejudiced against 
the man. Treachery is not 
limited to the legendary. 
Back in the park, lovers walk by 
hand-in-hand. I marve l at their 
mindless bravery. 
Which one wi l l be the deceiver? 
One lover always loves mor e— 
it's only human nature. 
What She Thinks 
Poetry by Mike Roberts 
She th inks it's 0 - K a y 
to be late. 
She thinks it's fine 
to not re turn calls. 
She thinks it's acceptable 
to snub friends. 
She thinks it's normal 
to stand people up. 
She thinks the wor ld revolves 
around her. 
Who does she think 
she is? 
" Typ i ca l " female; 
I think! 
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"beacon 
^ = fay Beth Borden 
If you take Lauderdale County Road #10 off the Natchez Trace, you'll go through 
a small, rural nameless community. Cotton and soybeans are the main occupations 
of the locals. Cotton pickers, big, scary green monsters, snatch the cotton right off 
of the stem, leaving a brown bare skeleton as a marker. 
The roads are narrow, barely two lanes, and there are no lines to govern lanes. 
They are usually filled with tractors and trucks pulling wagons filled with snow drifts 
this time of year. These trucks and their trailers take up nearly the whole road 
pulling their loads of cotton and don't have taillights or signal lights of any kind. 
They slowly make their way to the cotton gin. 
About 10 miles off the Trace stands the Church. It's not on the main road, but 
you can see it from the road. It's a white building with stained glass and green roof 
with a light that always burns. It looks like a typical, old one-room church where 
the congregation sits restlessly on white wooden benches, chasing wasps around the 
ceiling with their eyes while the preacher, probably Southern Baptist, preaches a fire 
and brimstone sermon. Outside, huge oaks surround the Church. In the fall, their 
naked branches dance in the wind casting demon shadows onto the ground. Rain 
or shine, snow or fog, that one light shines like a beacon in the dark night to all who 
pass the quaint one-room church. 
I passed there one night. It was a cold night-not many cars on the road. There 
was a slight drizzle, not enough for wipers-too much without wipers-just enough 
to mess up your windshield. The overcast sky threatened a wintry mix. 
I was traveling home from school, Christmas music keeping me company. The 
car sputtered at first, then all power left it. I struggled to steer the dead car off the 
road. Noone was within ten miles of me. It was awfully cold. If 1 stayed with the 
car, I might freeze to death before someone came. If I set out walking, would I be 
an easy target for some maniac waiting down the road? 1 could just imagine the 
headlines: "Unknown Girl Found Dead in Woods, Cause of Death-Chainsaw." "It's 
a shame," one old man would say, "everybody knows better 'en to travel by foot 
along after dark around these parts." Then he would begin spinning a tale about 
the hitchhiker, seen on this very road ten years ago to that day, who disappeared 
and was never heard from again. 
The more I thought about it, the more it became a frightening reality to me. If 
I saw a car on the road, did 1 really want it to stop? Did 1 really not want it to stop? 
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Would the driver be an escaped convict with the silver bracelets still dangling from 
his wrists? I knew one thing for sure-l didn't want to be just another pretty face 
plastered on the back of a milk carton. "Why didn't I just stay at the Church?" I 
thought in desperation. 
I turned to face the distant light of the Church gleaming in the mist. I could see 
that the Church wasn't that faraway, so I decided I'd try it (Bravery isn't one of my 
strong points). I reluctantly buttoned up my heavy winter coat and started towards 
the light. The wind whistled as it blew across the open rows of the planting. The 
tall pines creaked in the distance from the chilly breeze. There was no movement 
out on the open fields except for a few stray leaves drifting through the rows. I 
jumped at every noise I heard. I kept telling myself—just a little farther to the 
Church, not much more. Just keep going, I thought. As the cold wind seeped 
through my clothes, my walk quickened. My face was stinging from the cold wind 
and my eyes began to water. I pulled my coat a little closer to my body. I kept 
looking back at my car. I wondered if it would be okay there by itself. I wondered 
if the escaped convict running loose would have it stripped and violated and sitting 
on blocks when 1 returned. It sat there, alone, vulnerable, afraid. 
I walked on towards the Church. Leaves rustled in the wind. As I approached, 
the bare hands of the big oaks reached out. I dodged them and walked up to the 
doors. They were locked. I eased around to the back of the Church and found an 
open back door beneath the light. It was as if someone had left it open for me. The 
wind blew the door shut behind me as if in anger. 
It was really frightening inside that old church. The light of the beacon shining 
through the stained glass windows made the room a collage of color. The empty 
pews looked frightening. I looked around. Behind the pulpit was an almost life-
size picture of Jesus with his arms outstretched, beckoning me, and any other stray 
sheep, to his side. On the offering table in front of the pulpit was a huge brass cross 
and two offering plates on either side. The candles were not lit. The place looked 
dead. The oaks tapped against the stained-glass windows. 
I took my place on the front bench and flipped through a hymnal. Jesus Loves 
Me, Standing on the Promises, Just As I A m — I went through them all, singing a few 
out-of-tune bars of each. Only Jesus himself could have mercy on a voice like mine. 
I didn't usually sing out loud when I went to church, but tonight I did. It's 
comforting to know that He gave me some other gift in its place (whatever that 
might be). 
It was starting to get late, 12:30 to be exact, and I was tired and cold. I had recited 
some passages from the back of the hymnal, including the marriage ceremony, and 
tried to pick out some of the tunes on the old piano. But the lighting was too bad 
and the piano was as out of tune as my voice was. I was trying desperately to stay 
awake. Don't they say that you drift off to sleep right before you freeze to death, 
or is that carbon monoxide poisoning? 1 couldn't remember: my mind was too 
cloudy to think right now and I was too cold. 
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Just as 1 caught myself nodding off into hypothermia, 1 heard something. It 
sounded like a car door shutting. I looked at my watch. 1 couldn't tell but it looked 
to be about 1:00 a.m. or so. What would someone be doing at this secluded old 
church at 1 in the morning (well, aside from me)? Then, I heard the front doors 
rattle. Oh, God! They've come to get me! It's Bubba and Billy Joe, the two escaped 
convicts, coming to get me. I jumped under my pew in lightning speed just as the 
front doors flew open. All I could see were two pairs of rubber boots, but I heard 
the voices. 
"Yessiree, better wrap those pipes up. May be a hard freeze tonight. Weatherman's 
forecasting snow flurries." 
"'Course I coulda told him that a week ago, ya know. My arthritis' been killin' 
me." 
"Did you and ya boy kill anything Saturday? 1 hear Jerry found some tracks out 
towards Bobby Ray's old barn." 
"Naw, but we saw a nice doe. Boy, was she a pretty thing. She was just taking 
her own sweet time. She stayed right under our tree stand for a good 10 minutes 
I know." 
I slowly eased up in front of the bench to take a look at the boots' owners. Two 
old men carrying flashlights walked on in the sanctuary. As I was easing back down, 
I brushed the hymnal with my hand. It slid off the bench into the floor. 
"Mother Mary, sweet Jesus! What was that? Who'sthere? Come on out whoever 
you are." 
I stood up real slow-like with my hands up. 
"Don't shoot. It's just me; I'm not armed." 
1 explained my situation to the two old men and they gave me a ride to a house 
with a phone. They were really quite nice. One even told me that he had a daughter 
named Elizabeth, like me, that I reminded him of. We sat around his kitchen table 
talking and drinking coffee until the wrecker showed up. 
1 guess that was the highlight of my evening, the Church, I mean, and the two 
old men, except for the wrecker ride home at 2:30 a.m. with a guy named Harold 
(but he said I could call him Bubba) and his assistant Billy Joe. 
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Elizabeth Richcreek 
"Fallen Anger-Second- Place 2-D color 
Lost and Found 
by Dawn McCurley Mclnnish 3:45 p.m. a young girl dies in a one car one telephone pole accident on the rainslick blacktop of highway 72 must have been going pretty fast says a state trooper she never knew what hit her 4:30 p.m. a betty crocker mother answers the door to a death knoll you'll be happy to know she died instantly says the sheriffs deputy she didn't suffer he says 5:15 p.m. parents meet at the morgue to claim their daughter a cheerleader who was on her way to a volleyball game where classmates cry as the principal makes an announcement and one close friend falls limp and is carried home 
8:00 p.m. family and friends arrive at the wounded home bearing casseroles and chicken feed a sorrow starve a cold but the mother doesn't eat doesn't see except to search for the missing 7:30 a.m. a general patton mother makes calls makes arrangements makes believe that all this will pass later she makes lunch from left-overs and finds her daughter in a card taped to the refrigerator. 
art / literary 
David Strachan 
"Portrait" 
lerit Award, 3-D 
Mixed Media 
Kindred Mutability 
— by John Godwin 
Change is not really change 
It's only moving one step closer 
To your destiny. 
Every thought, action, and decision you make 
is already woven on the web of fate. 
Everyone believes their destiny to be 
Success at life. 
But what is life, but just time 
And what is time, but just man's invention 
And if time is man's invention 
Has man merely invented his destiny 
By acknowledging himself and his vanity? 
And whether your destiny be success or failure. 
You have lived and learned. 
You have changed your views 
Or conformed your whole life away. • 
You lose your mind and die, 
Wondering about it all. 
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There Are Ghosts 
by Tracy Osborn 
on the Natchez Trace. 
You cannot see them 
'• if you look. 
They show themselves 
to the comers of your eyes 
or in the red glare of taillights 
as you brake to turn. 
At marker 329 
there is a persistent haunt. 
He walks, head down, dejected, 
long hair trailing down his back. 
White man's whiskey 
made him this ghost. 
He cannot soar with the spirits 
of his ancestors. 
He must walk, forever lost, 
away from Natchez. 
Jonathan Cain 
"Above Hope Below Anguish" 
Second Place 3-D 
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Voice m the Night 
= Fiction 
by Mikici LeFan 
"What will she be like?" Blake Millhouse 
drove carefully down the unfamiliar high-
way. He breathed a sigh of relief as he 
signaled a right turn, then coasted to a 
stop at the end of a parking lot. After a 
fifteen-minute silent debate, he put his 
sunglasses on, and got out of the car. The 
brilliant afternoon sun glittered against 
the steel at his right hip and the gold on his 
upper left chest. His night stick knocked 
gently against his thigh as he slowly walked 
toward the entrance of the building. 
The door opened with a high-pitched 
"pong." A musical, slightly Southern voice 
called, "I'll beout in just a minute. I've got 
my hands in Clorox." 
"No hurry," he replied, thinking that he 
did not recognize the young woman's 
voice. Maybe it wasn't her. He began to 
wander around, trying to control his shak-
ing heart. 
The first aisle was a dieter's nightmare: 
on one side were candy bars, candy and 
gum of every possible flavor; on the other 
side, all sorts of cakes, cookies and potato 
chips overflowed the shelves. The next 
aisle held better fare; soups, sandwich 
spreads, and various types of crackers. 
Everything a person needed for a good 
late-night snack. 
Blake glanced toward the cash register. 
The owner of the voice that greeted him 
was still absent from view. Maybe it was 
her. As he moved around the small conve-
nience store, pretending to look for some-
thing in particular, one question echoed in 
his mind: would he regret meeting her? 
This same question had preyed upon his 
thoughts ever since the night six months 
ago a certain sweet, low, sultry sound 
appeared over the airwaves of his car 
radio. 
Every evening, from eight o'clock until 
dawn, her hypnotizing voice gave him 
directions, supplied him with information, 
and sometimes sent him into deadly situ-
ations. 
Until that night, he had dreaded work-
ing his graveyard shift. The loneliness and 
darkness of working alone had turned 
inward on him even more. He had always 
thought of himself as the strong, silent 
type, but in only a little over a year, the 
strength had given way to desolation and 
despair. 
Now, he came on duty with relish be-
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cause he knew she would be there to guide 
him. His soul had a reason for living and 
maybe even for loving. That single, soli-
tary voice was his lifeline, figuratively and 
literally. She kept him company in the wee 
hours. She let him know he wasn't alone 
in possibly fatal situations. She prevented 
him from falling apart when the stress was 
about to become too much. She held him 
close after he witnessed a two-year-old 
girl's death in the midst of a drug raid. All 
this she did with only her voice. The bond 
that had developed between them in those 
six months was more than friends, more 
than lovers; it was as strong as any time-
honored, trial-tested relationship of trust. 
And for Blake, it was trust, for she held his 
life in her hands. 
Surprisingly though, Blake had never 
actually seen the woman behind the voice; 
neither had any of the numerous others 
she'd helped. His superior steadfastly 
refused to divulge her true identity, or a 
physical description, so Blake and his com-
rades knew her only as "86" from "Station 
20." All of the men he worked with were 
curious about the elusive 86 , but she had 
become his obsession. 
After three weeks of intense searching, 
he had, at last, found a slim clue to her 
whereabouts. A janitor who walked her to 
and from her car every morning and night 
had finally given into bribery and told him 
that she helped out at this family-owned 
convenience store/gas station from nine 
a.m. until two p.m. on Tuesdays. It had 
taken him an additional week to summon 
enough courage to come face to face with 
the lady whose voice filled his nights and 
tormented his days. 
As he stood gazing into the cigarette 
display next to the deli case, Blake had no 
idea that the very woman he sought was, 
at the moment, watching him intently 
from behind a two-way mirror separating 
the kitchen from the rest of the store. She 
knew exactly who he was, and why he was 
there. She only hoped she could fool him 
as she had the others. Keeping herself 
completely anonymous, as much as she 
wanted to do otherwise sometimes, was 
the only way she could remain effective in 
her job as the dispatcher for the worst shift 
in the most thankless job in existence. She 
watched him for a few minutes longer, 
then came out to the cash register. Seeing 
her, he moved over to the front of the 
counter. 
"I'm sorry I took so long. Did you find 
everything you need?" 
Blake hesitated. Was this the woman? 
She definitely was pretty enough to be the 
one, but there was something about her 
voice that wasn't quite right. Should he 
ask about her? "Well , not exactly." 
"What were you looking for? Maybe I 
can help you." 
"Actually, it's not a 'what,' it's a 'who. '" 
"Oh, I see." 
"I'm looking for a lady who's supposed 
to work here today." 
"There's no one here but me." 
"You may be her. See, the only things I 
know for sure about her are that she is an 
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eight-to-five dispatcher for the county 
sheriff's department, and she goes by the 
call number '86 . ' She has the most beau-
tiful voice I have ever heard and I'd very 
much like to meet her." 
Theyoung woman smiled. "Why don't 
you just go to the dispatcher's office while 
she's on duty?" 
"She's the only female in the entire ja i l , 
so she uses the new E-911 set-up to talk to 
us. She has her own entrance to the 
control room and the door is bolted shut 
from the inside after she goes in and is only 
opened, except in case of emergency, 
when she's relieved." 
"Couldn't you meet her outside after 
she gets off?" 
Blake shook his head. "The men who 
relieve her use the jail's control room. We 
aren't allowed anywhere near her while 
she's on duty, except in emergency cases, 
and by the time we get off and get back to 
the jail to check our cars in, she's already 
gone off her shift." 
"If you don't mind my asking, why all 
the security?" 
"Like I said, she's the only female in the 
entire jail complex, so it's primarily for her 
protection; plus it also allays wives' fears." 
"How did you get the idea to look for 
her here?" 
"1 got a tip from someone who saw her 
leaving that she worked here on Tuesdays 
from nine until two." 
"You mean you don't know her real 
name, what she looks like, or anything?" 
Blake sighed. "No. Our superior de-
mands strict anonymity for her work. The 
prisoners don't even know she's there. 
They think she's just one of the jailers 
playing around." 
"I guess that's the best thing. I wish I 
would help you . " 
"Me, too. You can help by not repeating 
any of this." 
"Of course not. I'm sorry you came here 
for nothing." 
"Maybe it's just as well . We both prob-
ably would have been disappointed." The 
young woman saw sadness in his eyes. For 
some unknown reason, she touched his 
hand. 
"You might have been disappointed, 
but I can tell you, she wouldn't have been." 
The sincerity behind the compliment 
lifted his heart, and he was surprised to 
find that he wasn't entirely disappointed 
that he hadn't found the elusive '86 ' 
today. "Thanks." 
"You're welcome. Sergeant Millhouse." 
He looked at her in surprise. "How did 
you know who I was? I never patrol this far 
west in the county." 
She laughed, reached across the counter, 
tapped the name tag pinned to his upper 
left pocket , and read "Sergeant B. 
Millhouse." 
"That does sort of give it away, doesn't 
it?" he smiled. "Hey, it isn't fair for you to 
know my name and me not know yours." 
"I'm Dana. Dana Hargrove." 
"It's nice to meet you, Dana. I wish I 
could stay longer, but I have to head for 
work soon. I'd better go." 
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Dana watched as he walked back to his 
car. She sighed a mixture of sadness and 
relief. He was not the first to come looking 
for the woman known as '86 , ' nor would 
he be the last. For the first time in her short 
career as a police dispatcher, she cursed 
the job and its demands of keeping her 
hidden. The iron bond between her and 
Sergeant Blake Millhouse was still intact, 
though. He would never know that he had 
actually succeeded in locating the myste-
rious '85 ' and had even talked to her face 
to face. He would never know that the 
pretty gas station attendant he'd so in-
stantly taken a liking to was the owner of 
the voice that had become his best friend. 
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Inspiration 
by Joy Ki t chens 
Out 1)1 the desert with a divhiiiig rod 
Searching for water. 
So far, nothing but dust. 
The sun beams down. 
Sweat beads form. 
Desperation overshadows. 
I'm dying for some fresh, clear water. 
Larry Ake 
"Tempest 
Merit Award 
Is tha t my K n i g l i 
m Shinimig A r m o r 
(OF i s the Sum i n my E y e s ? 
0 
by Bonnie Taylor 
nee upon a time . . . Cinderella met Prince Charming and they 
lived happily ever after. . . Sleeping Beauty was rescued by the 
Prince and they lived happily every after . . . Snow White was 
awakened with a kiss from the Prince and T .L .H .E .A . . . . Rapunzel 
was rescued by the Prince and T.L.H.E.A and on and on. 
Notice how they all live happily ever after? No fights, no kids, no 
jobs, or in-lavs to contend with, just happily ever after But what 
happens when the "after" actually comes? Did Cinderella roll over 
the next morning to see her Prince in all of his splendor? His jaw 
hanging slackly and a faint snore rattling in the cold morning air? 
Or did the Prince ever wake before Sleeping to be horrified by her 
lack of make-up and disappearance of carefully coiffured hair? 
Imagine this scene: Snow White and the Prince awaken from their 
sweet slumber to smile sleepily at each other just in time to hear 
Sissy and Bobby start another screaming session over what 
cartoon to watch! In reality there is no Happily Ever After There 
is an as-good-as-can-be-expected-Ever After a somewhat satisfied 
Ever After or even a what-did-you-expect-when-you-married-him-
(or her) Ever After 
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First Place High School Poetry 
Leah Augustine 
Bradshaw High School 
He left me, 
A victim of tuberculosis. 
Alone with six children to feed 
and not a dime. 
He left me. 
1 had to make a living. 
Learn a quick trade, 
lhad no time. 
He left me. 
I was strong. 
Unlike the other women of my time, 
I raised the family and made a living. 
He left me. He left me. 
A photographer from New York City, Then 1 left with him. 
taught me to capture images. Leaving behind my slides of staring images, 
I survived and learned to do the giving. Ghosts of the past. 
I left you. 
My great-great-great granddaughter, 
the slides to gather and treasure 
So my history will always last. 
I left you 
A puzzle spanning a hundred years long. 
Take these pieces and carefully place them together 
To develop between you and me a bridge strong. 
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First Place High School Short Story 
Jessica Bowling 
East Lawrence High School 
The l^ysterious 
Legend of Oak Ridge 
It was a hot summer day in July. The 
wind blew slightly, but did not stir the 
sweltering heat of the high noon hour. 
The clouds drifted oh-so-carelessly in 
the sky. The birds chirped playfully in 
the oak trees nearby, and the fish 
jumped and tumbled in the rippling 
pond. It was a perfect day for swim-
ming, a perfect day for cuddling upon 
the beach with a pina colada, or better 
yet, a perfect day for cuddling upon the 
beach with Kevin Costner—either one 
would do just fine—personally, Mel 
Gibson would be a ... 
"Lynn, get to work over here and 
help me chop these weeds! The group 
from Marion County is going to be here 
any minute, and this place looks like a 
giant grasshopper has devoured the 
grass in sections! What have I always 
told you? Even it out! Even it out!" 
The screams of my so-called "boss" 
shattered my developing daydream. I 
began swinging the bushwhacker back 
and forth, back and forth, until I discov-
ered three blisters festering on my left 
hand. I decided it was time for a water 
break. 
I enjoyed my job at the Indian Cer-
emonial Grounds of Lauderdale County. 
It was a state-funded youth leadership 
project in which eight high school youth 
of the county would work on the devel-
opment of the new park. It was even 
supervised by a youth of college age. 
Basically, the idea was to see which 
teenager collapsed from overexertion 
and heat exhaustion the fastest. 
That particular day, we were land-
scaping and mowing on the park's 
huge ceremonial Indian mound. We 
were responsible for giving a certain 
youth group of Marion County a tour of 
the park that day. Not much was there 
at the time—only a 500-foot-in-diam-
eter, 12-foot-high ceremonial mound; 
a small, yet 20-foot-high burial mound; 
and a pond, all of which were sur-
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rounded by tall sagegrass and cotton 
fields. Plans for the development of an 
Indian museum, amphitheater, and an 
authentic Cherokee Indian village were 
in the works, but for now, our job was 
to nnaintain the park's present "facili-
ties." 
My friend Nichole and I sat down on 
the tailgate of Evan's big black CMC 
fourwheel drive truck and gulped down 
the lukewarm water. Sweat trickled 
down our faces, backs, and legs while 
we rested in the shade. Danielle and 
Joseph soon joined us, followed by the 
rest of the crew: Harvy, Angela, Mikey, 
Evan and our youth supervisor, Traca. 
We gossiped and gulped in a continu-
ous sort of pattern until our big bosses, 
Louie and R.B., came over and ordered 
us back to our endless toiling and suf-
fering. 
While hoeing at an annoying patch 
of dandelions, I noticed Nichole gazing 
over to the east, toward the burial 
mound. On top of the burial mound 
were huge, ancient trees which swayed 
in the breeze. There was always a cool 
breeze blowing on top of that certain 
mound, even in 100-degree weather. 
Apeaceful, almost calm, feeling is guar-
anteed to accompany the breeze. When 
one is on that mound, nothing bad can 
happen. It is like being on top of the 
world in a serene daze. 
Every youth working the program 
had to be of Indian descent, but 
Nichole's Indian roots run deeper than 
just her blood. They run through her 
soul, her spirit. She possesses a certain 
knowledge of the unknown. She is a 
decipherer of the spirit world which 
was passed down through her Indian 
ancestry. To her, this is not just a 
summer job; this is her way of paying 
her respects to her ancestors who toiled 
over the rough and rocky land. This job 
holds her connections to her roots, the 
last link in her chain of identity, the 
missing piece of her puzzle. This job is 
important to her for meaning, not 
money. 
"He's here. I can feel him," Nichole 
chanted. 
The wind suddenly picked up, tou-
sling her sandy mane away from her 
forehead. She shook her head and 
snapped out of her trance-like stage. 
"What on earth are you talking 
about?" I asked. 
She turned and faced me. "You'll 
see," and she started chopping again. 
It was around 7:00 p.m. when the 
kids from Marion County finally showed 
up. Their bus had broken down, and 
the kids were late. The whole group 
was cranky, tired and uninterested in 
the whole place. We divided the kids 
up and conducted separate tours and 
then met up at the base of the burial 
mound. From there, we trudged to the 
middle of the open sagegrass field and 
sat Indian-style toward the setting sun. 
It was there that Nichole's prediction 
came true. 
Danielle began telling the group 
about the old legend of Oak Ridge 
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Pond. It is said that a city used to stand 
where the pond sits now, but the city 
"sank" due to some pigs uprooting an 
underground spring. But there is also 
an underlying, spookier side to the 
legend. ItwasthenthatDanielleturned 
the story over to Evan, who meekly 
dictated the story in his own shy man-
ner. 
"The City of Oak Ridge was notorious 
for its bars and saloons," Evan started 
s lowly . "We l l , one day , Chief 
Roshakwaca, of the nearby band of 
Cherokees, stepped into one of the 
saloons. Wild drinking, card playing, 
and thick smoke covered the entire bar. 
Chief Roshakwaca sat down at the bar 
and asked for a drink. The bartender 
didn't take too kindly to Native Ameri-
cans and asked the chief, in a very loud 
and obnoxious way, to leave. The chief 
was deeply offended, but solemnly 
stood up to go. He was quietly walking 
toward the exit, when a redneck farmer 
took a chair and broke it over the chief's 
back, for no apparent reason. The 
whole bar, which was full of Indian-
haters, ganged up on the chief and 
beat him to a bloody pulp. As he was 
dying, the chief sputtered a few words 
of the Cherokee language and lay back 
down on the floor. A translator at the 
scene said that Chief Roshakwaca had 
condemned the town to sinking. 
"Sure enough, the next day, mud 
came up to the tops of the building 
windows. Townspeople were trapped, 
screaming and drowning in mud and 
filthy water. The chief had meant what 
he said. Indians usually do," Evan 
finished with a quirky grin. 
"I've been doing some research," 
Angela spoke up, "and it seems that 
today is the 200th anniversary of Oak 
Ridge's mysterious sinking." 
Suddenly, wind roared, lightning 
flashed, and thunder rolled, even 
though there was not a cloud in the sky. 
It was as if the sky were ripping apart. 
Horrendous throbbing noises pierced 
everyones ears as they looked up to-
ward the smoky gray sky. Then we saw 
it, looming terribly amidst the black-
ness and electric lightning. Surely it 
was a mirage, an hallucination. It was 
a gigantic Indian, in full regalia. He 
glared at both youth groups and then 
whizzed away. 
Just as fast as it had appeared, it 
disappeared. We could hardly believe 
our eyes, but it was real! Nichole was 
right—he came and "he" was the ter-
rible ghost of Chief Roshakwaca. Our 
guess was that he came to commemo-
rate the anniversary of his curse. 
After that evening, I began to take 
my job more seriously. 1 also began to 
view my ancestry in a different light. 1 
understand myself more so now than I 
did before the "ghost" appearance. The 
Indian mounds of Lauderdale County 
will remain as a physical reminder of 
my spiritual experiences within myself. 
Goodness—all of this just from a sum-
mer job! 
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First Place High Scliool Essay 
Lee Kent 
Bradsliaw High Scliool 
Dilatory 
Deductions 
In today's microwave, cellular, fast-
food society, people must plan their 
lives with split-second timing combined 
with hair-splitting precision. Students 
choose their careers in kindergarten, 
their every action leading up to that 
special moment when they receive their 
high school diploma, so thatthey might 
prepare themselves for a I ife of special-
ization and detail. Collegians harrow 
away innumerable hours, gaining com-
plex degrees which devote their propri-
etors to indentured lives ranging any-
where from arteriography to 
zinjantropology. I, like most other 
forward-thinking adolescents, have al-
ready chosen my career. I have set 
idealistic goals for myself and have 
tried, to the best of my ability, to 
familiarize myself with the subjects 
necessary to enter this field. 
More than any other subject, biol-
ogy fascinates me with its logical perti-
nence and humanity, and 1 would en-
joy studying it more thoroughly. I feel 
that I could serve the world most effi-
ciently as a physician, possibly a spe-
cialist. I hope to lead a venture to lower 
the cost of health care, which is not 
available to thousands of people be-
cause of the greed deteriorating the 
medical profession. I also dream of 
purifying medicine by enacting stricter 
standards of ethics among doctors, re-
quiring a mandatory legitimacy hear-
ing before a malpractice complaint may 
be filed as a lawsuit, and standardizing 
the cost of drugs and medical services 
in order to weed out those doctors 
practicing solely for monetary rewards 
as well as to insure an army of well-
educated, level-headed and inspired 
physicians who are ready to combat 
misfortune at a moment's notice, re-
gardless of the economic status of the 
patient. 
I want to save the world. I want to 
join the Peace Corps and travel to Guam, 
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Nepal, or Zimbabwe, teaching the 
people how to grow food and appreci-
ate personal hygiene while I learn their 
native culture. I want to create pro-
grams that will reward people when 
they recycle, such as the lottery ma-
chine in France which accepts cans 
instead of quarters. I want to educate 
people, especially whose affiliated with 
industry, about the grave danger of 
polluting our environment. 1 want to 
make everyone receiving over two mil-
lion dollars per year in net income tithe 
ten percent which will be invested in 
education to find programs of sanita-
tion, inspiration, programs that com-
bat the play pen/baby sitter attitude of 
public school secondary education. 
After I reform the medical profes-
sion, elevate the entire world's stan-
dard of living to that of modern Swit-
zerland; develop innovative techniques 
that both prevent any further pollu-
tion, and cleanse those already in exist-
ence; renovate the American mentality 
to accept education as a valuable asset; 
discover an injection that cures cancer, 
AIDS, the common cold, and the vio-
lent aspect of human personality with 
no pain, I will retire to my commune in 
Tahiti where I will think all day in my L. 
L. Bean hammock, sipping peach nec-
tar and listening to Jimmy Buffet. I will 
read every book I can find, thanks to 
my "How to Learn to Speed Read and 
Remember" video tape narrated by 
John Ritter. There, I will discover the 
meaning of life and die peacefully in 
my sleep having my body donated to 
science. 
"My cousin fell down the stairs and 
turned her knee inside out. Her knee 
cap is upside down!" 
"I'm sor....Ahhhhhckr' 
"She said she heard something snap 
really loud and she looked down and 
her leg was just dangling there. She's 
having surgery on it next Tuesday." 
"Shh, I don't want to hear this!" 
"They're going to put pins in it and 
she'll be able to stick a magnet to it and 
everything!" 
"Shut up!" 
"But until then, she has to live with it 
inside out. She's got a wheelchair and 
everything, but she's not supposed to 
get out of her bed unless she has to." 
"Stop it! I can't feel my legs! I'm 
paralyzed." 
"She said it was kind of purplish all 
over and she can't even wiggle her 
toes." 
"If you don't stop, I'm going to 
vomit!" 
"You'll never be a doctor if you act 
like that over a simple upside-down 
patella!" 
1 can't be a doctor when 1 can't even 
think about knee injuries. Open heart 
surgery doesn't bother me, as long as I 
don't have to think about knees and 
elbows while doing it. I'll never be able 
to gain trust among my fellow health 
care professionals if I can't perform a 
simple knee surgery. They will mock 
my attempts at reform and boycott my 
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programs. 
But what if I don't get that far? 1 will 
go through college as a pre-med ma-
jor, spending every last dime of my 
parents' money, enter medical school, 
enter my first human physiology lab, 
and run out of the room in terror when 
the professor asks us to look at the 
cadaver's knee. 
1 might not be able to afford college, 
if I don't get a scholarship, my parents 
might not be able to pay for expensive 
schools likethe ones I have chosen. My 
father might lose his job because of the 
current recession, and force me to drop 
out of college and work in a coal mine. 
I might be accepted to college on a 
full-tuition scholarship and fail. Col-
lege work might be too difficult for me. 
College professors will not allow me to 
turn my papers in late. Maybe I should 
have studied a little harder in my high 
school physics class so I will understand 
the college physics classes which I must 
have in order to be accepted to medical 
school. 
I can't save the world because 1 am 
just a silly teenager, born and raised in 
Florence, Alabama, who never turns 
her work in on time, never studies for 
her physics tests, never uses her time 
wisely, and never even buys non-aero-
sol hair spray. I can't save the medical 
profession because educated doctors 
will never listen to a med-school drop-
out. I can't change the entire world's 
standard of living because I've never 
been outside the continental United 
States, and I probably never will. I can't 
force Americans to educate their chil-
dren wisely because they're too preoc-
cupied with step-aerobics and rocket-
launchers. I can't cure cancer because 
the vaccine is probably hidden just 
underneath the patella. 
Recently, I had a phone conversation 
similar to the aforementioned one, in 
which a friend jokingly told me that 1 
will never succeed at the profession in 
which i am so keenly interested. Un-
knowingly, he annihilated my aspira-
tions. This casual remark made me 
realize the loftiness of my dreams and 
consider what would become of me if 
what was supposed to happen didn't. I 
was disappointed with the comprehen-
sion that I had set my goals a little too 
high, and that no one could do all of 
the things I wanted to do. I decided 
that I need to enjoy my life more and 
stop worrying about whether I succeed 
in fulfilling my dreams. Even if I had 
the power to change things, I'd prob-
ably do it three days late. 
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Manuscr/pts and art for Lights and Shadows magazme 
are subm/tted by the English Club of the Department of English 
and art classes of the Department of Art of the Un/Vers;ty of North Alabama. 
These departments sponsor creative writing and art competitions annually. 
The 1992-1993 contest winners are identified throughout this publication. 
Winning manuscripts are also included from the High School Writing Competition, 
sponsored by the UNA English Department. 
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